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ABSTRACT

Shared-memory systems provide strong, well-defined semantics only for data-race-free executions. This paper proposes a new architecture design called ARC that provides strong, serializability-based semantics for all program executions, without restricting compiler or hardware optimizations. ARC employs a novel mechanism in which a core’s region executes largely in isolation from other cores: ARC checks the region’s consistency with the shared cache only at region end and private cache evictions. Unlike prior work that detects region conflicts, ARC does not serialize region commit, communicate with other cores to commit a core’s region, or piggyback on M(O)ESI cache coherence.

An unoptimized design of ARC can incur high time and traffic overhead by checking consistency and ensuring coherence conservatively; we introduce optimizations that soundly eliminate much of this work and reduce costs substantially. Our evaluation shows that the resulting design compares favorably, in terms of execution time and on- and off-chip traffic, with prior work that provides the same consistency model or implements transactional memory. ARC’s novel mechanism avoids the high costs and scalability bottlenecks incurred by prior work’s mechanisms. ARC thus advances the state of the art in providing strong memory consistency.

1 Introduction

Shared-memory multiprocessors offer a simple, efficient execution model in which multiple software threads execute on processor cores that share a global memory. In shared-memory systems, data races are a fundamental barrier to the correctness of software. A data race occurs when two threads access the same shared memory location—and at least one access is a write—without using synchronization to order their accesses [6]. Data races are a problem because existing programming languages and architectures perform optimizations that assume data race freedom, resulting in complex or undefined semantics for executions with data races [2, 8, 23, 72, 90, 95, 101]—leading to unexpected, erroneous behaviors [2, 21, 22, 24, 25, 68]. The key to dealing with data races is providing a mechanism for detecting conflicting memory accesses that is both efficient and precise. Efficient system support for a mechanism that detects or resolves conflicts—which this paper calls a consistency mechanism—is essential for providing comprehensible language specifications [2, 16, 30, 69, 74, 91, 97]. Efficient consistency mechanisms are also critical for enabling execution models such as transactional memory [9, 32, 50, 51, 53, 85] and system support such as concurrency bug detection [38, 46] and deterministic execution [11, 36, 56, 105]. Despite the wide-ranging value of consistency mechanisms, a precise, efficient, and practical design has eluded prior efforts (Sections 2 and 6).

This work describes a new, generally applicable, efficient consistency mechanism. We illustrate the value of our consistency mechanism by applying it to a new architecture design called ARC2 that precisely detects conflicts between unbounded regions of a program’s dynamic execution. ARC supports the SFRSx memory model [16, 69], which ensures that synchronization-free regions (SFRs) execute serializably or terminates the execution with a consistency exception that indicates the presence of a data race. It is a key contribution of this work to provide a mechanism that efficiently supports the strong SFRSx memory consistency model.

ARC’s consistency mechanism isolates a region of an execution on one core from the other cores, mostly avoiding the need to send information about which data a region accessed to other cores and the shared cache. When a core’s region ends, the core ensures that the region’s execution saw consistent data and produced consistent results by committing the region’s writes atomically and validating that the values read by the region are consistent with the values in the LLC. When a region ends, a basic design of ARC must check the

1Two memory accesses to the same location conflict if they are executed by different threads and at least one is a write.

2ARC is an acronym for Architecture for Region Consistency.
consistency of all data accessed by the region and invalidate all privately cached lines to provide coherence. This basic design can incur high overhead, particularly when regions are short. We introduce optimizations that soundly eliminate most of this cost by identifying and avoiding unnecessary consistency checks and invalidations. ARC’s design and optimizations are inspired in part by prior work on distributed shared memory (DSM) systems [3, 12, 18, 29, 44, 48, 61] and simplified cache coherence mechanisms [33, 40, 60, 87, 102, 103]. The key distinction with ARC is that the prior work assumes data race freedom, while ARC’s consistency mechanism provides guarantees for all executions.

ARC places few constraints on an implementation in hardware. ARC does not require a M(O)ESI cache coherence protocol, a cache coherence directory, or a direct core-to-core communication channel. Instead, ARC adds distributed consistency controller (CC) logic, per-byte access information to caches, and requires backing memory to store access information in case of LLC evictions. A banked cache of access information co-located with the LLC avoids memory lookups for an acceptable area and power overhead. ARC’s CC logic is an unlikely performance bottleneck: CCs are distributed and partitioned per-core, allowing different cores’ actions to proceed in parallel without core-to-core communication. Our ARC design targets the majority of commercially available CMPs with moderate core counts (≤32). CMP architectures with large core counts (>32) are out of the scope of this work because the memory overhead to back up access information scales with core count. Multi-socket designs are also out of this paper’s scope and ARC is designed for a single socket.

We evaluate ARC and compare to the consistency mechanisms from (1) Conflict Exceptions (CE) [69], which like ARC provides SFRSx, and (2)Transactional Coherence and Consistency (TCC) [50] adapted to ARC. Like ARC, TCC eschews M(O)ESI-style coherence, instead providing both consistency and coherence at region boundaries. ARC has run-time performance on par with a typical MESI system and with CE, and modest on-chip network and off-chip memory system traffic overheads that are substantially lower than CE’s. In contrast with ARC, TCC’s mechanism to deal with unbounded regions must frequently serialize cores’ execution even at modest core counts. Crucially, ARC avoids critical communication and serialization issues faced by CE and TCC across a range of realistic core counts. Our results show that ARC advances the state of the art in architecture support for memory consistency.

2 The Need for New Consistency Mechanisms

Mainstream shared-memory systems do not detect or resolve conflicts between unbounded, concurrently executing code regions—support for which we call a consistency mechanism. Consistency mechanisms handle conflicts between concurrently executing regions of code, making them useful for transactional memory [9,32,50,51,53,85] and strong memory consistency models [2,16,30,69,74,91,97], as well as for system support such as error checking [38,46] and determinism [11,36,56,105]. Our work develops a new consistency mechanism; we illustrate its value by using it to support a strong, end-to-end memory consistency model, the need for which we discuss next. Section 2.2 describes several existing consistency mechanisms and their limitations, revealing the critical gap that our work fills.

2.1 Motivating Strong Memory Consistency

The specifications of shared-memory languages including C/C++ and Java are based on DRF0, which allows compilers and hardware to optimize code assuming no conflicts between synchronization-free regions (SFRs) [2,5,23,72]. An SFR is a sequence of per-thread dynamic instructions delimited by synchronization operations including acquire/release, fork/join, and wait/notify operations (shown in Figure 1). As a result of this data-race-free assumption, shared-memory systems provide well-defined behaviors only for executions without data races. For such data-race-free executions, DRF0 guarantees sequential consistency (SC) [64] and serializability of SFRs [2,5,69], meaning that SFRs appear to execute atomically and in program order.

However, for executions with data races, DRF0-based language specifications provide weak or undefined semantics. In C/C++, data races have undefined semantics [2,21,23]. Java’s memory model preserves memory and type safety in the presence of data races [72] but precludes common compiler optimizations [25,94]. Hardware memory models such as TSO [95,101] are generally stronger than DRF0-based language models, but they lack end-to-end guarantees.

Data races remain a real challenge in spite of much effort [1,15,26,27,34,39,41–43,45,59,65,73,80,81,84,99,106,107]. A data race’s occurrence is environment, input, and timing sensitive [43,49,59,99].

SFR-serializability-based consistency. Researchers have proposed support for end-to-end serializability of SFRs for all executions [16,69,83]. SFR serializability is appealing because it extends the same guarantees to executions with races that DRF0 provides only for race-free executions. Under SFR serializability, the compiler and hardware are free to optimize within SFRs. In contrast, enforcing end-to-end sequential consistency (SC) [4,47,66,67,75,86,96,98,104] or serializability of bounded regions [7,30,70,74,92,97] requires restricting compiler and hardware optimizations. Architecture support alone cannot ensure SFR serializability, since compiler optimizations already respect SFR boundaries.

Prior work introduces consistency mechanisms to support a memory model called SFRSx that guarantees SFR serializability or generates a consistency exception [16,69]. An SFRSx execution has the behavior of a serialization of SFRs or terminates with a consistency exception, indicating a conflict between SFRs, which must be because of a true data race. SFRSx makes software safer by limiting the effects of data races, and helps debug data races by making them a fail-stop condition. Figure 1 shows an execution with data races on two shared variables, x and y. An implementation of SFRSx need not generate a consistency exception for the read of x because the SFRs accessing x do not overlap. In contrast, the SFRs accessing y overlap, so SFRSx generates an exception because the execution may violate SFR serializability (e.g., suppose Thread 1’s SFR later writes x or y).

In this work, we support SFRSx using ARC’s novel architectural consistency mechanism.
2.2 Existing Consistency Mechanisms

Although researchers have introduced consistency mechanisms that detect and resolve conflicts between unbounded regions, these mechanisms generally require broadcasting access information among cores or incur other serious limitations, leading to high run-time and off- and on-chip traffic costs. ARC’s novel consistency mechanism addresses these limitations through a fundamentally different design.

Support for SFRSx. Existing systems provide SFRSx but with significant drawbacks. Valor provides SFRSx in software alone but slows executions by almost 2X on average [16]. Conflict Exceptions (CE) adds hardware on top of a MOESI cache coherence protocol to detect SFR conflicts, and relies on the protocol’s eager messaging to exchange access metadata [69]. CE also generates prohibitively high on-chip memory traffic (Section 6.2.3) to broadcast access information to other cores at region boundaries.

Hardware transactional memory. HTM is a general mechanism for providing speculation-based, serializable execution of code regions [53,55]. HTM detects conflicts between code regions executing as transactions, and aborts and re-executes one or both transactions. HTM systems can use imprecise conflict detection, while SFRSx requires precise conflict detection; HTM must keep original copies of speculatively written data, in case of misspeculation.

Most HTMs build on M(O)ESI cache coherence protocols to detect and resolve conflicts [9,19,20,78,109,110]. The key challenge encountered by these designs, if they support unbounded transactions, is handling overflow of a transaction’s working set from the private cache(s) to the shared, last-level cache. Each private cache line maintains a copy of the version information for lines evicted from a core’s region. The LLC needs to maintain access information for each byte in a cache line that overflows a region [78].

Other HTMs reduce costs and complexity by supporting only bounded transactions, e.g., aborting transactions that overflow private caches [55,110]. To support unbounded transactions, these HTMs require a software TM (STM) fallback [10,28,62,77].

Transactional Coherence and Consistency (TCC) is an architecture design for HTM [50] that, like our ARC design, forgoes a directory and M(O)ESI coherence, and instead provides coherence and consistency at region boundaries [50].

TCC broadcasts a transaction’s write set at the end of the transaction to detect conflicts. Follow-up work to TCC shows how to alleviate this operation’s inefficiency by using a directory [32] and introducing parallel commit [85]. Despite these optimizations, TCC is fundamentally limited by its use of bounded write buffers. When a transaction overflows a buffer, the executing core must execute non-speculatively, with exclusive commit access from the point of overflow to the end of the transaction [50,53]. Non-speculative, exclusive execution impedes TCC’s parallelism and performance, as we show in Section 6.4.

Like TCC, BulkSC executes regions transactionally, using conflict detection to enforce coherence and consistency [30,31]. BulkSC’s conflict detection mechanism works by broadcasting a completing region’s write set as a signature. BulkSC’s regions are inherently bounded by its use of (imprecise) signatures; to ensure progress, BulkSC dynamically subdivides regions, precluding its application to a model with statically defined regions such as SFRSx or transactional memory.

3 Design Overview of ARC

This paper introduces ARC (Architecture for Region Consistency), an architecture that ensures serializability of executing regions using a novel consistency mechanism. In ARC’s consistency mechanism, each core executes regions mostly in isolation, performing coherence and consistency actions only at region boundaries and private cache evictions. When a core’s region ends, the core ensures consistency by committing its writes atomically and validating that the values read by the SFR are consistent with the values in the shared, last-level cache (LLC). The core ensures coherence by invalidating all of its privately cached lines. When a region suffers a capacity or conflict miss, the core delegates further consistency checking for that line to the LLC.

ARC applies its consistency mechanism to providing the SFRSx memory model. ARC requires minimal compiler support to identify synchronization operations, but does not restrict compiler optimizations within regions.

This section gives an overview of ARC’s design and how ARC meets its goals. Sections 4 and 5 describe an architecture that implements ARC and several optimizations.

State. ARC inherently must support byte-granular tracking, which is essential for the precise conflict detection needed for SFRSx. Cores’ private caches and the shared cache (LLC) track access information for each byte in a cache line that represents whether the byte has been read and/or written by a core’s ongoing SFR. The LLC needs to maintain access information for lines evicted from a core’s private cache3 to the LLC. Each shared cache line maintains a version, which is a number incremented each time the line is written back to the LLC. Only the LLC updates a line’s version, which represents the logical time of the latest write-back to the line in the LLC. Each private cache line maintains a copy of the shared line’s version, for use in validating reads from the line.

Actions at reads and writes. When a core reads or writes a byte of memory, it updates the access information (read or write) in the LLC. TCC updates only cache lines written by the core.

3For simplicity of exposition, this section abstracts a core’s L1 and L2 caches as a single private cache. In Section 4’s architecture design, each core has L1 and L2 private caches.
write bit) for the accessed byte in its private cache. Note that a region’s read or write does not trigger any communication with the LLC or other cores, regardless of whether the LLC or other cores’ caches have valid copies of the line.

If a core evicts a line that has access information, the core’s private cache writes back the access information to the LLC, along with the line data if the line is dirty. The LLC uses the access information to detect conflicts with other cores that have evicted the same line. It saves the access information at the LLC to detect conflicts with other cores when they validate reads, commit writes, or evict lines to the LLC. Note that when a core evicts a private line, the core and LLC do not communicate with other cores.

Actions at SFR boundaries. When a core’s region ends, it ensures serializability by validating its reads and committing its writes atomically, using a region commit protocol that consists of the following three operations in order:

1. **Pre-commit:** The core sends its write access information to the LLC, which checks for conflicting access bits for the same byte in the LLC, which indicate a conflict (in which case ARC generates a consistency exception). The LLC maintains the core’s write access information during the next step, read validation, to ensure the atomicity of validating reads together with committing writes.

2. **Read validation:** The core needs to validate that the values it read are consistent with the LLC’s current values. Sending data values would generate a lot of traffic—and comparing values alone would be unsafe, by not validating with respect to a single LLC snapshot. ARC avoids these pitfalls with a combination of version and value validation.

   Algorithm 1 shows how read validation works. For each private cache line to be validated, the core sends the line’s version to the LLC for comparison. For simplicity, the algorithm depicts a synchronous reply for each validation request; in fact, the LLC can reply asynchronously, and it need not reply at all if the versions match (Section 4).

   A version mismatch indicates a write to the same line but not necessarily the same bytes that the validating core has read. The core handles a version mismatch by checking that the data values that it read match the current values in the LLC (using the LLC’s data values, sent in the LLC’s response). The core also ensures the absence of a write-read conflict by checking that no locally read byte has its write bit set in the LLC (using the LLC’s write bits, sent in the LLC’s response). If either check fails, the core generates a consistency exception. The core updates the line’s version to the new value, to avoid the same mismatch when validation retries. A core may repeatedly retry read validation and experience starvation, but ARC is livelock and deadlock free: a version mismatch means that some other core made progress by writing to the LLC.

3. **Post-commit:** The core writes back dirty bytes to the LLC and clears its private access information. The LLC clears all of its access information for the core. In addition, the core must invalidate all lines in its private cache, to ensure coherence at SFR boundaries. This self-invalidation step degrades locality, especially for short regions; Section 5 introduces optimizations that reduce self-invalidation costs.

We note that, unlike some other consistency mechanisms such as TCC’s [50] (Section 2.2), the region commit protocol for a core can proceed in parallel with other cores performing the region commit protocol or executing regions. To see why the region commit protocol need not be serialized, consider the following two insights. First, the core and the LLC do not communicate with other cores’ caches during the region commit protocol. Second, the region commit protocol ensures atomicity of a core’s writes and reads by setting a core’s write bits in the LLC for the duration of the region commit protocol.

**Write-after-read upgrades.** ARC’s use of value validation requires careful handling of write-after-read (WAR) upgrades. A WAR upgrade happens when a core writes a byte that it read earlier in its ongoing region. Simply overwriting the byte in the private cache line would make it impossible to value-validate any read performed earlier in the region. ARC thus sends an upgraded line’s read access information and version to the LLC, before the write happens. The LLC immediately read-validates the line and detects future read-write conflicts for the line (similar to how private cache line evictions are handled). As Section 4 describes, the ARC architecture avoids communicating with the LLC for WAR-upgraded L1 lines, by preserving an unmodified copy of the line in the L2.

### 4 Architecture Design of ARC

The ARC architecture is a collection of modifications to a multi-core processor. In the base architecture (i.e., without ARC’s modifications), each core has a cache hierarchy with private, write-back L1 and L2 caches; cores share the last-level cache (LLC); and there is no support for cache coherence. Each cache line has only a valid bit and a dirty bit. The private caches are inclusive and the LLC is not inclusive. Figure 2 shows the components that ARC adds to the processor: (1) access information storage and management and (2) a distributed consistency controller (CC).

#### 4.1 Private Access Information Management

Each core maintains access information for each of the lines in its private caches, as Figure 3 shows. Each L1 and L2 line has a 32-bit version that ARC uses to detect consistency violations. ARC associates two bits per byte with each line.
Figure 2: The ARC architecture (not according to scale). The parts shaded gray are hardware structures added by ARC. The consistency controller (CC) is distributed across the architecture.

Figure 3: Per-line metadata introduced by ARC for private caches. Metadata added by ARC is shaded gray.

in the core’s L1 and L2 caches. A byte’s read bit indicates that the byte was read, without first being written, during the current SFR. A byte’s write bit indicates that the byte was written during the SFR.

Updating access information. When a core writes a byte, it sets the byte’s write bit if it is not already set. When a core reads a byte, it sets the byte’s read bit only if the byte’s read and write bits are unset.

A write-after-read (WAR) upgrade occurs when a core writes an L1 byte that was previously read in the same region. ARC must preserve a WAR-upgraded byte’s original value for use during value validation. ARC relies on having the original value in the L2; it copies the line’s access information to the L2 before the write executes. When a core evicts a dirty L1 line to the L2, ARC checks the L2 line’s access information. If the L2 line has a read-from-byte that was written in the evicted L1 line, ARC immediately validates reads to the line using the mechanism described in Section 4.3.2.

Evictions. When a core evicts a line from the L1 to the L2 cache, the line’s access information is copied to an identical bit array for the line in the L2. When the L2 evicts a line, it sends the line’s access information to the access information memory (AIM), co-located with the LLC; Section 4.2 describes the operation of the AIM and the LLC.

4.2 LLC Access Information Management

Rather than storing access information for each LLC line in the LLC or in memory, ARC stores the information in a cache-like memory called the access information memory (AIM). For each byte of access information in a cache line, an AIM entry contains one read bit for each core (C bits, where C is the number of cores in the processor), and the current writer core if any (1 bit to indicate whether there is a writer core and \( \log_2 C \) bits for the writer core). An AIM entry also contains a 32-bit version, which is used during read validation. For a processor with C cores and B-byte cache lines, a cache line’s AIM entry is \( 32 \times (C + 1 + \log C) \times B \) bits: 100 bytes per entry for an 8-core processor with 64-byte cache lines. Figure 4 illustrates the structure of an AIM entry.

When a core writes back a line to the LLC, the LLC updates the line’s AIM entry to reflect the line’s access information. The LLC copies the core’s updated access information from the private line’s metadata into the core’s access information bits in the line’s AIM entry. When a core writes back a dirty line to the LLC, the LLC also increments the version for the line that is stored in the AIM. Note that only the LLC, not any of the private caches, updates a line’s version.

AIM design. As a centralized structure, contention by cores to access the AIM threatens scalability at very high core counts. Banking the AIM is straightforward, reduces contention, and mitigates the threat to scalability. Our design assumes an AIM with 8 banks.

An “ideal” AIM would contain one entry for every line in the LLC. However, an ideal AIM is impractical: in a system with 8 cores, 64-byte lines, and a 16MB, 16-way LLC, the AIM would be around 256MB—an impractically large (103 mm²), slow (7.4 ns), and power hungry (0.9W leakage per bank) on-chip structure in 32-nm technology (data from CACTI 5.3 [63]).

Instead, ARC uses a realistic AIM design that, for 8 cores, has 32K entries and 4-way associativity. This 3.2MB AIM has implementable area (23 mm²), latency (2.4 ns), and leakage power (140 mW per bank). In a high-end, 32-nm Intel Core i7-3970X at 3.5GHz [57], the AIM adds about ~1% overhead to the total 2.362 mm² package area, 9-cycle access latency (easily hidden by LLC latency), and leakage at a tolerable 0.75% of TDP.

The size of an entry in the AIM scales with the number of cores, and the AIM’s size, latency, and leakage power limit ARC’s scalability. The AIM is unlikely to scale to CMPs with very large numbers of cores (i.e., >32) and our design targets the majority of commercially available CMPs that have moderate core counts (i.e., ≤32 cores). The AIM’s hardware design scales well across this range of moderate CMP core counts. At 16 cores, a 32K-entry AIM is realizable with a 3.5ns access time, 56 mm² area overhead, and 0.3W leakage power per bank (data from CACTI 5.3 [63]). At 32 cores, a 32K-entry AIM is costly, but realizable with a 5.9ns access time, 163 mm² area cost, and 0.80W leakage power per bank. A less costly 16K-entry AIM for a 32-core machine has a latency of 5.6ns, area of 149 mm², and leakage power of 0.65W per bank. The AIM remains effective across core counts: for 32 cores, the smaller, 16K-entry AIM design performs competitively with the ideal AIM (Section 6.2.3).
Virtualizing access information to memory. Regardless of the geometry of the AIM (ideal vs. cache-like), ARC must preserve the access information for AIM entries evicted from the AIM. Similar to prior work [69], ARC maps evicted AIM entries into a dedicated region in memory.

To enable post-commit to clear all access information for a core without explicitly tracking and updating access information that has been evicted to memory, ARC augments an evicted AIM entry with a list of saved epochs, one per core, before pushing the entry to memory. An epoch is a number that identifies a core’s SFR. The AIM maintains an epoch for each core in a current epoch register. A core’s current epoch register in the AIM is incremented whenever a core finishes an epoch. When the AIM fills a line, it compares the incoming entry’s saved epochs to each core’s current epoch register. If the epochs differ, the AIM clears the access information for that line for that core. It is then correct to clear a core’s access information because the saved epoch indicates that the access information represents accesses from a previous SFR.

For a system with C cores, B-byte cache lines, 32-bit versions, and E-bit epochs, ARC must preserve $P = (32 + (C + 1 + \log_2 C) \times B + E \times B)$ bits per byte of access information from the AIM. ARC reserves the high-order $\arg \min_{2^i - 1 \geq P/8}$ address bits and uses addresses with those bits set to store evicted access information. With 8 cores, 64-byte lines, and 32-bit epochs, a system needs $P = 16.5$ bits per byte of backing memory. In such a system, ARC reserves memory addressed by the most significant 2 address bits for access information, leaving the application with a 62-bit address space. Although our prototype implementation reserves physical memory for an AIM entry for every line, an implementation could use virtual addresses for backing memory or use a sparse representation for AIM entries in memory (like LogTM [78]), potentially at higher cost.

4.3 Consistency Controller (CC)

ARC ensures consistency using a region commit protocol that is implemented in ARC’s distributed consistency controller (CC). Section 3 described the basic steps of the region commit protocol. Here we focus on the CC’s implementation.

The CC consists of per-core logic, which is unlikely to limit scalability. The CC has a read/write interface to the AIM that allows the CC and AIM to exchange access bits, versions, and values. The CC also includes AIM-side buffering and comparison logic that is co-located with the AIM. AIM-side logic is replicated per-core to avoid scalability issues.

4.3.1 Region Commit Protocol

A core’s CC initiates the region commit protocol. A core’s protocol phases can overlap with other cores performing the protocol or executing regions; the protocol ensures atomicity by setting a core’s write bits in the AIM during pre-commit and not clearing them until post-commit. During the protocol, a core’s CC need not ever communicate directly with other cores. A core’s CC checks consistency using only (1) data in the LLC, (2) metadata in the core’s cache, and (3) metadata in the AIM.

Pre-commit. During pre-commit, the core streams access information from its dirty, privately cached lines to its AIM-side CC logic. The AIM-side CC logic buffers the lines’ write access information while it reads in the line’s access information from the AIM. The core’s AIM-side CC logic compares the core’s access bits to all other cores’ access bits using fixed-function logic. The logic selects the core’s access bits and computes a bitwise and of those bits with all other cores’ bits. If a logical or of the bits in the result is nonzero, then the bits indicate a conflict and the core’s CC delivers an exception to the core. If not, the AIM-side CC logic updates the access bits in the AIM to match the buffered ones it received from the core’s CC.

Read validation. After pre-commit, the CC begins read validation. The core’s CC streams a sequence of messages to its AIM-side CC logic, one for each line the core read during the ending region. Each message contains the line’s address and version from the core’s private cache(s). The core’s AIM-side CC logic fetches addresses and versions from the AIM for each message it receives from the core, and uses dedicated logic to compare the line’s version in the core’s message to the version from the AIM. If all versions match and no write bits are set for a remote core for any offset in the shared line, read validation completes successfully. If a read line’s versions match, but a write bit was set by a remote core, the core’s AIM-side CC logic responds to the core’s CC with read bits and checks for write–read conflicts. In case of a conflict, the core raises a consistency exception.

If a line’s version differs, then another core wrote the line during the ending region and there may be a conflict. On a version mismatch, the core’s AIM-side CC logic sends the core’s CC the line’s address and updated version. The core re-fetches that line from the LLC into a dedicated line comparison buffer in the core. The core compares the (read-only) line in the private cache to the line in the comparison buffer.

If the lines differ, then the validating core read inconsistent data and raises a consistency exception. If they match, then the core may have seen consistent data in its region. On a version mismatch, the core also sets its revalidate bit. The revalidate bit indicates that after the core finishes validating all remaining lines, it must start again from the beginning, streaming version messages to its AIM-side CC logic, to ensure that it saw consistent data. After the core completes validation without version mismatches, it unsets the revalidate bit and continues.

Post-commit. During post-commit, a core prepares for executing its next region. The core streams dirty bytes in its L1 and L2 caches to the LLC, and it clears all access information and invalidates all lines in its L1 and L2 (e.g., using gang clearing [76]). The core’s AIM-side CC logic clears the core’s access information in the AIM. For lines evicted to memory, the AIM clears access information lazily when the line is next cached in the LLC. Finally, the AIM increments the committing core’s epoch.

4.3.2 Other CC Responsibilities

Handling evictions to the LLC. When an L2 evicts a line with access information, the core’s CC performs pre-commit and read validation on the line. The CC checks for conflicts using the access information in the AIM, and checks that the L2 line’s bytes match the version or (if not the version) the
values in the LLC. Finally, the AIM-side CC logic updates the line’s access information in the AIM.

When a core’s L2 fetches an LLC line with access bits in the AIM for that core, the LLC sends the core the line’s data values and the access bits for the core, which the core uses to populate its L1 and L2 access information.

Delivering consistency exceptions. When a core’s CC detects or infers a conflict, ARC generates a consistency exception, by raising a dedicated per-core signal (via a non-maskable interrupt) for the core that detected the conflict. By default, the core that receives the interrupt executes operating system code to terminate program execution.

4.4 Implementing Synchronization

By forgoing M(O)ESI coherence, ARC needs a mechanism to implement lock operations such as acquire and release. ARC’s mechanism for implementing locks follows DeNovoND’s mechanism for locks, which uses distributed queue-based locks to solve the same problem [103]. The main difference is that DeNovoND’s lock protocol allows core-to-core communication, while ARC uses only communication between the core and LLC.

We assume compiler support to identify lock operations as region boundary operations that should be handled specially (similar to endR in CE [69]). Alternatively, ARC could handle legacy programs by using a pthread library implementation modified to identify lock operations for ARC, but this approach would not support non-pthread synchronization (e.g., inline assembly with atomic accesses).

5 Design Optimizations

At the end of the region commit protocol, a core’s CC invalidates all lines in its L1 and L2. This self-invalidation step is a key source of overhead in the ARC design. Section 5.1 introduces optimizations that focus on reducing self-invalidation soundly. Section 5.2 describes how to reduce traffic generated by the region commit protocol.

5.1 Avoiding Self-Invalidation

We introduce separate optimizations for touched lines (read or written by the committing region) and untouched lines.

Touched lines. The intuition for avoiding invalidation of touched lines is that pre-commit and read validation already process these lines and can check if they are up-to-date and thus do not need to be invalidated. ARC need not invalidate privately cached lines that are read-only. This optimization is correct because read validation already ensures that read-only lines in the private cache are consistent with the LLC’s copy.

For dirty lines, pre-commit checks if a line’s version is unchanged in the LLC—a sufficient condition for not invalidating the line. This optimization extends pre-commit to send the core’s cached version of the line to the core’s AIM-side CC. If the version matches the value in the AIM, then the core has the latest version and does not need to invalidate the line. On a version mismatch, the AIM-side CC sends a message asynchronously to the core indicating that it must in fact invalidate the line.

Untouched lines. An untouched line need not be invalidated if ARC can ensure that other cores have not written to the line during the region’s execution. We introduce two optimizations that exploit this insight.

The first optimization adds cond-invalid as a new state for private cache lines in addition to valid and invalid; cond-invalid indicates that the line’s data is valid only if the LLC’s version is unchanged. During post-commit, a core changes each untouched line’s state to cond-invalid, instead of invalid. When a core accesses a line in the cond-invalid state for the first time in a subsequent region, the core’s CC sends its copy of the line’s version to the core’s AIM-side CC, which compares the L2’s version with the AIM’s version for the same line and replies to the core indicating whether the versions match. If the versions match, the core’s CC upgrades the line in the L2 and L1 caches to valid. Otherwise, the access is handled as a miss. This optimization reduces on-chip traffic by often sending only a version rather than data values on an L2 cache miss.

Second, ARC minimizes self-invalidations for untouched lines by keeping a per-core write signature [31] for the core’s AIM-side CC that encodes which lines have been updated in the LLC during the core’s current region by any other core. During post-commit, if a line is not in a core’s write signature, the core’s CC need not invalidate the line.

The AIM-side CC encodes a write signature for each core’s ongoing region as a Bloom filter [17, 31]. Whenever a core writes back to the LLC, the AIM-side CC updates every other core’s write signature to include the updated line. When a core starts read validation, the AIM-side CC sends the core’s CC its write signature and clears the AIM-side CC’s copy of the core’s signature. The core’s CC uses its received copy of the write signature during post-commit to identify untouched lines in its private caches. If the signature does not contain the line, then it was definitely not updated in the LLC during the core’s execution, so it can stay in the valid state in the core’s private caches.

A small Bloom filter is desirable because the AIM-side CC sends it to the core’s CC at each region commit. A small Bloom filter is sufficient to encode a write signature for short regions—which benefit the most from reducing self-invalidations. The AIM-side CC uses a 112-bit Bloom filter for each core, which along with control data fits into one 16-byte network flit (Section 6.1 and Table 1). We use two hash functions that each set one Bloom filter bit.

5.2 Optimizing the Region Commit Protocol

The following optimizations minimize the work performed by the region commit protocol.

Optimizing read validation. A core c can forgo validating a line if the line was not updated in the LLC by any other core during c’s region. To do this check, c’s CC uses the per-core write signature introduced in Section 5.1, obtained before read validation starts. To ensure atomicity, c’s CC re-fetches the write signature after read validation to ensure it has not changed; if it has, c’s CC restarts read validation.

Deferring write-backs. We optimize post-commit’s write-back of dirty lines, by deferring sending the data to the AIM-side CC until (and if) another core needs it. ARC implements this optimization by adding lgC additional bits (for a system
with $C$ cores) to each cache line in the LLC to identify the last-writer core that has up-to-date data, plus an additional bit to indicate whether the line’s state is deferred. If another core requests a deferred line from the LLC, the LLC first fetches the latest values from the last-writer core. This optimization, which is analogous to the Owner state in the MOESI protocol [100], provides substantial benefit by avoiding obligatory write-backs at every region commit.

## 6 Evaluation

This section evaluates performance and on- and off-chip traffic for ARC, compared with competing approaches.

### 6.1 Simulation Methodology

We implemented ARC in a simulator based on the RADISH simulator provided by its authors [37]. For comparison to a baseline, we have implemented a directory-based MESI cache coherence protocol [100] to model current shared-memory systems, which we call MESI. We have also implemented Conflict Exceptions (CE) [69] on top of MESI. The simulators consume a serialized trace of events generated by a Pintool [71]. Multiple simulator configurations process the same trace, in order to eliminate differences due to run-to-run nondeterminism. All three simulators model a realistic baseline architecture with 8–32 cores, detailed in Table 1.

For ARC, the LLC is not inclusive (Section 4.4), and the simulator models a realistic AIM cache, as Table 1 shows. For MESI and CE, the LLC is inclusive in order to support a directory protocol [100], and the directory is embedded in the LLC with the same associativity as the LLC (see Figure 8.6 in [100]). The CE algorithm requires memory access on private cache evictions to back up access metadata and to fetch access metadata on LLC hits under certain conditions [69]; our CE simulator optimistically assumes that the latency of accessing memory is masked by subsequent operations. The simulators treat each pthread function call as a corresponding lock operation. The ARC simulator treats other atomic accesses (i.e., instructions with the x86 LOCK prefix) as special accesses that are ignored by ARC’s consistency mechanism and handled like locks (Section 4.4), except that the accesses do not delineate regions.

Section 6.4 compares the mechanisms of ARC and TCC [50] by estimating the costs of using TCC’s mechanism, instead of ARC’s mechanism, to provide SFRSx.

#### Estimating execution time.

Table 1 shows the number of cycles required for memory and non-memory instructions. All three simulators report the maximum number of cycles for any core; as in prior work [14, 37], cores do not model time spent waiting at synchronization. All three simulators model wait-free, write-back caches with idealized write buffers.

The ARC simulator models the costs of ARC performing operations at region boundaries. Since cores send multiple messages without waiting synchronously for responses during the pre-commit and read validation phases, we compute the cycle cost of messaging based on the total size of messages sent and the available bandwidth between a core and the LLC. During read validation, a core sends lines’ versions to the LLC. Each 16-byte flit contains four lines to be validated, since a flit can fit four tags and versions plus a control block.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>8-, 16-, or 32-core chip at 1.6 GHz. Each non-memory-access instruction takes 1 cycle.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1 cache</td>
<td>8-way 32 KB per-core private cache, 64 B line size, 1-cycle hit latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 cache</td>
<td>8-way 256 KB per-core private cache, 64 B line size, 10-cycle hit latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote core cache access</td>
<td>15-cycle one-way cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLC</td>
<td>64 B line size, 35-cycle hit latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 cores:</td>
<td>16-way 16 MB shared cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 cores:</td>
<td>16-way 32 MB shared cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 cores:</td>
<td>32-way 64 MB shared cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIM cache</td>
<td>4-way metadata cache with 32K lines and 8 banks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 cores:</td>
<td>100 B line size (∼3.2 MB), 4-cycle hit latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 cores:</td>
<td>172 B line size (∼5.4 MB), 6-cycle hit latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 cores:</td>
<td>308 B line size (∼9.7 MB), 10-cycle hit latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>120-cycle latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>NoC: 100 GB/s, 16-byte flits; Memory: 48 GB/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threads</th>
<th>Avg. accesses per SFR ($\times 10^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n = 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>1 + $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodytrack</td>
<td>2 + $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canneal</td>
<td>1 + $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dedup</td>
<td>3 + $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ferret</td>
<td>3 + $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluidanimate</td>
<td>1 + $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raytrace</td>
<td>1 + $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>1 + $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>svaptions</td>
<td>3 + $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vips</td>
<td>1 + $2f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264</td>
<td>1 + $2f$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Table 2: Threads spawned and average region sizes in thousands (rounded to 3 significant figures unless < 0.1) for the PARSEC benchmarks. $n$ is the minimum threads parameter in PARSEC. $f$ is the input-size-dependent number of frames processed by x264.

We assume that the core’s AIM-side CC and LLC are ported to handle a flit’s four validation requests at a time. The ARC simulator models version mismatches, including the costs of the AIM-side CC alerting the core’s CC and the core’s CC restarting and repeating read validation. The ARC simulator models post-commit assuming gang-clearing for self-invalidiation of private cache lines and bulk-clears of per-core AIM information.

#### Estimating network traffic.

We simulate an on-chip network and off-chip memory network with 16-byte flits and the bandwidth characteristics shown in Table 1. Control messages are 8 bytes (tag plus message type); a MESI data message is 64 bytes (corresponding to a cache line). For ARC write-backs, we model idealized write-buffer coalescing that sends only the dirty bytes in a line.

#### Benchmarks.

Our experiments execute the PARSEC benchmarks [14], version 3.0-beta-20150206, with simmedium inputs. We include 11 of 13 programs; freqmine uses OpenMP as the parallelization model, and our Pintool fails to finish executing facesim. We report cycles and traffic for the par-
Table 2 shows how many threads each benchmark spawns, parameterized by $n$, which is PARSEC’s `minimum threads` parameter (the -n flag). The last three columns show the average number of memory accesses performed per SFR for $n=8$, $n=16$, and $n=32$. The simulators set $n$ equal to the number of cores (8, 16, or 32) in the simulated architecture. The simulators map threads to cores using modulo arithmetic.

Consistency exceptions. When the ARC simulator detects the conditions for a consistency exception, it logs the exception and continues execution normally. The simulator can report both locations involved in a region conflict, since it maintains the last-access source location corresponding to each read and write bit of access information. The following table shows, for 8 cores, the number of distinct conflicts (i.e., unique unordered pairs of static source locations) and dynamic conflicts for the two benchmarks for which ARC generated consistency exceptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Distinct conflicts</th>
<th>Dynamic conflicts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>canneal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>836</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using Google’s ThreadSanitizer [93] and by implementing “collision analysis” [42] in Pin, we have confirmed that each detected conflict corresponds to a true data race.

6.2 Run-Time Performance and Traffic

Figures 5 and 6 show our main results. The `MESI-8`, `CE-8`, and `ARC-8` configurations show the performance and traffic overheads running on 8 cores. Correspondingly, the next two groups of three bars show results on 16 and 32 cores. Each bar is the mean of three trials, and the results are normalized to MESI with 8 cores.

6.2.1 Run-Time Performance

Figure 5(a) shows executed cycles as reported by the simulators, broken down into different components. `MESI` and `CE` (which builds on MESI) are divided into cycles attributed to coherence and other execution. Coherence cycles are those spent when the directory forwards requests to remote cores and for core-to-core communication. For ARC, cycles are divided into cycles for `pre-commit`, `read validation`, and `post-commit`, and cycles for region execution.

Figure 5(a) shows that CE adds negligible performance overhead over MESI. Our CE simulator ascribes no additional cost for transmitting access metadata piggybacked on MESI coherence messages, nor to access metadata in memory; hence the performance of CE is similar to MESI.

The figure shows that ARC outperforms MESI and CE in several cases by avoiding the latency of MESI coherence. ARC underperforms MESI and CE in a few cases (fluidanimate, and streamcluster with 16 and 32 cores) since regions are short (see Table 2) and incur latency from cache misses due to frequent self-invalidation. On average ARC outperforms MESI and CE by 4–5% for 8 cores and performs nearly identically for 16–32 cores.

6.2.2 On-Chip Traffic

Figure 5(b) compares the on-chip network traffic incurred by MESI, CE, and ARC, counted in 16-byte flits. On-chip traffic for ARC is defined as all communication between cores and the LLC/AIM. For MESI and CE, it is communication between cores and the LLC, and core-to-core communication.

The key result from Figure 5(b) is that for all benchmarks except fluidanimate, ARC’s traffic overhead increases proportionately with core count, and ARC’s traffic scalability is nearly identical to MESI’s. This result shows that ARC’s traffic overhead is unlikely to prevent scaling to moderate core counts. For fluidanimate, traffic increases disproportionately with core count for both CE and ARC because fluidanimate performs more writes and synchronization operations with increasing numbers of threads. With 16 worker threads, fluidanimate has 14% more writes and 44% more synchronization operations compared to 8 worker threads, while it has 46% more writes and 147% more synchronization operations with 32 threads. Thus, the benchmark has progressively smaller regions with more threads (Table 2). As described in prior work [69] and emulated in our simulator, the CE protocol piggybacks on MESI coherence messages and transfers access metadata (endR messages [69]) at region boundaries to detect region conflicts. For CE, more frequent region boundaries imply more frequent exchange of access information among cores [69], which results in CE incurring more on-chip network traffic than MESI, especially for fluidanimate and streamcluster. For ARC, more frequent region boundaries cause more frequent invocations of pre- and post-commit, read validation, and self-invalidation operations, which all increase traffic, as the figure’s component breakdown shows.

For swaptions with 32 cores, MESI and CE incur substantially more traffic than ARC. This result is due to swaptions’ frequent LLC evictions, for which an inclusive LLC (required by MESI and CE but not ARC; Section 6.1) must recall a private cache copy of the line.

Is the raw magnitude of traffic used by MESI, CE, or ARC a cause for concern? The `On-chip` columns in Table 3 show the average on-chip bandwidth used, in GB/s, for MESI, CE, and ARC on 32 cores. For fluidanimate and streamcluster, the CE algorithm incurs high on-chip network traffic (178 and 90 GB/s), saturating or nearly saturating the on-chip network’s available bandwidth (100 GB/s). ARC uses several times less bandwidth than CE for fluidanimate and streamcluster, and its usage for every program is significantly less than the available bandwidth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>MESI</th>
<th>CE</th>
<th>ARC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fluidanimate</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canneal</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ferret</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluidanimate</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vips</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Average on- and off-chip bandwidth, in GB/s, for MESI, CE, and ARC for 32 cores. We omit benchmarks for which every value in the row would be ≤2 GB/s.
6.2.3 Off-Chip (LLC-to-Memory) Traffic

Figure 6 shows the LLC-to-memory (off-chip) traffic for MESI, CE, and ARC. CE incurs high off-chip traffic overhead over MESI, since the design backs up and fetches evicted access metadata information to and from memory [69]. In particular, CE must back up access bits in an in-memory table when a line that was accessed in an ongoing region is evicted from a private cache or the LLC. Similarly, the CE design requires memory traffic even on an LLC hit, if the line was evicted to memory or the core has evicted a line from its private caches during the ongoing region. Table 3’s LLC-to-memory columns show that CE requires high network bandwidth for canneal and streamcluster compared to MESI and ARC. The memory traffic requirement for ARC is comparable to MESI for all benchmarks.

Sensitivity to AIM cache size. Our experiments by default use an AIM cache with 32K entries (Table 1). We have also evaluated ARC with an idealized AIM cache that has one entry for each LLC line, as well as a 16K-entry AIM cache (results not shown). On 32 cores, the idealized AIM cache reduces memory traffic by 5.8% on average, compared with the 32K-entry AIM cache, confirming that a 32K-entry design is reasonably close to the ideal case. With a lower hardware cost, a 16K-entry AIM cache increases memory traffic by only 5.7% on average, compared to the 32K-entry design. The impact on execution time is minimal: on average, the idealized AIM improves performance by less than 1%, and the 16K-entry AIM degrades performance by less than 1%.

6.3 Impact of Optimizations

The default ARC configuration includes all optimizations presented in Section 5. This section compares with ARC without optimizations, focusing on on-chip network traffic since that metric is most affected by the optimizations. Figure 7 shows the on-chip network traffic incurred by MESI and different configurations of ARC, for 8 cores, normalized to MESI. ARC unopt includes none of Section 5’s optimizations; it incurs 61% more traffic than MESI on average. For fluidanimate, ARC unopt incurs high on-chip traffic relative to MESI. ARC inv opt uses only the optimizations for reducing self-invalidations (Section 5.1), thereby reducing traffic sub-
We model other costs (e.g., private and shared cache hits and \( TCC \)) in terms of execution time and on-chip traffic. Arc uses less on-chip and off-chip execution of large regions serialized commits [32, 85], the fundamental bottleneck of that piggyback on coherence; Section 2.2) and parallelizes execution cycles and on-chip traffic by optimizing commit and read validation, incurring only 2.8X and 3.8X on average for all configurations, (fully optimized) \( ARC \), reduces traffic further by optimizing commit and read validation, incurring only 2.9% average traffic over MESI for 8 cores.

6.4 Comparison with TCC

Like \( ARC \), \( TCC \) provides both consistency and coherence at region boundaries [50] (Section 2.2). However, \( ARC \)’s novel consistency mechanism addresses essential flaws in TCC related to buffer bounding limitations, eliminating a key impediment to parallel performance. Furthermore, \( ARC \) avoids the costs of detecting conflicts directly, instead inferring conflicts by validating reads of privately cached data.

To compare TCC with \( ARC \) empirically, we evaluate a modified version of \( ARC \) called \( ARC-TCC \) that uses TCC’s mechanisms and algorithms. For \( ARC-TCC \), we compute execution cycles and on-chip traffic excluding pre-commit, read validation, and post-commit, but including the following: each region broadcasts its write set, and a region that overflows its private caches cannot execute in parallel with other overflowed or committing regions [50] (Section 2.2). We model other costs (e.g., private and shared cache hits and misses) in the same way as for \( ARC \).

For 8 cores, we find that \( ARC-TCC \) increases execution cycles by 2.8X and on-chip traffic by 3.8X on average for all programs, compared with default \( ARC \). For 32 cores, \( ARC-TCC \) incurs 4.4X execution cycles and 11.7X on-chip traffic compared to \( ARC \). \( TCC \)’s mechanisms add high on-chip traffic by broadcasting write sets to all cores, and they incur high run-time overhead because many regions overflow the private caches, leading to much serialization. This comparison shows that, for the same context (i.e., precise consistency checking of SFRs), \( ARC \)’s consistency mechanism provides substantial performance and traffic benefits over \( TCC \)’s mechanism. Although follow-up work on TCC optimizes broadcast traffic (by adding a directory, making it closer to HTM designs that piggyback on coherence; Section 2.2) and parallelizes commits [32, 85], the fundamental bottleneck of \textit{serialized execution of large regions} remains.

6.5 Summary

Our experiments up to 32 cores show that \( ARC \) compares favorably with both \( CE \) and \( TCC \) in terms of execution time and on- and off-chip traffic. \( ARC \) uses less on-chip and off-chip bandwidth than \( CE \), which sometimes saturates the available on-chip bandwidth. The comparison with \( TCC \)’s mechanism shows that \( ARC \)’s mechanism is substantially more scalable and efficient than \( TCC \)’s mechanism. Furthermore, \( ARC \) is competitive even with the MESI baseline in terms of time and traffic, while at the same time providing stronger consistency guarantees than MESI. Our evaluation thus shows \( ARC \)’s value and viability.

7 Related Work

This section compares \( ARC \) with work \textit{other than} the consistency mechanisms covered by Section 2.2.

\textbf{Region serializability.} Ouyang et al. enforce SFR serializability using a speculation-based approach that relies on extra cores to avoid substantial overhead [83]. \textit{IFRit} detects conflicts between extended SFRs, but adds high run-time overhead and misses some SFR conflicts that compromise SFR serializability [38]. Other approaches support memory models based on serializability of \textit{bounded} regions that are in general shorter than full SFRs [7, 30, 70, 92]. To provide end-to-end guarantees, these approaches require corresponding restrictions on compiler optimizations.

\textbf{Read validation.} Some software transactional memory (STM) systems use version or value validation of reads (e.g., [35, 52, 54, 82, 89]). To our knowledge, \( ARC \)’s adaptation of validation to hardware (i.e., to the hierarchy of private and shared caches) and its combination of version and value validation are both novel.

\textbf{Hardware support for detecting data races.} Researchers have introduced custom hardware to accelerate data race detection, adding on-chip memory for tracking vector clocks and extending cache coherence [6, 37, 79, 91, 108]. \textit{Clean} simplifies race detection, but provides weaker consistency guarantees than SFRSx [91].

\textbf{Rethinking cache coherence.} Recently, there have been efforts to reduce the complexity of coherence protocols and the memory subsystem design by relying on disciplined parallelism [33, 103]. \textit{DeNovo} and \textit{DeNovoND} show that a simple coherence protocol can provide consistency for data-race-free (DRF) programs [33, 103]. In contrast, \( ARC \) provides consistency for all executions.

\textit{DeNovoSync}, \textit{SARC}, and \textit{VIIPS} optimize MOESI-style coherence protocols, using self-invalidation to reduce the cost and complexity of eager invalidation [60, 87, 102]. \textit{TSO-CC} and \textit{Racer} are coherence protocols that provide TSO using self-invalidation and without tracking sharers [40, 88]. Unlike \( ARC \), these approaches provide consistency guarantees for data-race-free executions only. Jimborean et al. introduce compile-time analysis that safely extends SFRs based on a DRF assumption, reducing self-invalidation costs [58].

Some distributed shared memory (DSM) systems provide \textit{release consistency}, which allows deferring coherence operations until synchronization operations for DRF programs [3, 12, 18, 29, 44, 61]. While \( ARC \)’s coherence mechanisms are inspired by release consistency mechanisms, \( ARC \)’s design provides strong consistency for all executions.
8 Conclusion
ARC is an architecture design that provides end-to-end SFRSx, ensuring strong, well-defined semantics for all executions. The key to ARC’s efficiency is its novel consistency mechanism that allows regions to execute largely in isolation, deferring consistency and coherence to region boundaries and on evictions, without broadcasting access information or serializing cores’ operations. ARC performs competitively with the state-of-the-art techniques CE [69] and TCC [50] in terms of run-time performance and on- and off-chip traffic, without incurring CE’s high traffic costs or TCC’s scalability bottlenecks. These results suggest that ARC advances the state of the art significantly in parallel architecture support for consistency mechanisms and strong consistency guarantees.
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